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Welcome to …

Emotional Intelligence:
the beating heart beneath the words

Fiction is the lie through which we tell the
truth – Albert Camus
__________________________________________________________
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Workshop Overview:
Part 1: The Emotions
A shared vocabulary: getting on the same page
An exercise in emotional literacy
The problem with “negative” emotions

Part 2: Emotional Intelligence
An exercise in creating mood
The definitions of emotional intelligence: popular & scientific
Achieving emotional intelligence & why bother
The development of the human brain—why nothing runs smoothly
Who are our readers
How do we fulfill our emotional obligations to our readers

Part 3: Emotional Twists & Turns
The roles gender, race and socio-economic class play in emotional literacy & expression
The emotional life of American Culture
An exercise in writing outside of your hood
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What we hope participants will take away from today:
A different way of thinking about your emotional life … a non-judgmental, nonmoralistic understanding of the emotions (you can’t understand something you’ve already
judged)
An understanding that emotions are real physiologically and sometimes more powerful
than cognition—they affect us consciously & unconsciously
An understanding that emotions and cognition work in tandem
An appreciation that the United States (as a collective) is very suspicious of human
emotions, and this suspiciousness impedes our understanding of emotion, therefore our
art
An expanded definition of Communications Theory—the conduit of writer-characterreader places a significant burden on the writer to “get it right” because readers expect an
emotional experience from fiction
An understanding that Psyche speaks in images
______________________________________________________________________________
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What we would like from you:
An open mind as we venture into human experience that has the potential to make us feel
uncomfortable
Willingness to participate
Honest & helpful critiques

__________________________________________________________________
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Definition of [Interpersonal] Communication(s) Theory
A skilled exchange of information between two (or more) people; skills that can be
learned and can be improved upon
During interpersonal communication there is message sending and message receiving in a
steady loop of verbal (10%)/non-verbal (90%) feedback
Successful interpersonal communication is when the message sender and the message
receiver share the message’s meaning. This can be achieved using both direct and indirect
methods
Behaviors can vary from verbal/nonverbal exchanges, interpersonal perceptions, and use
of the environment
Behaviors vary based on the different levels of intimacy in the relationship or gender
and/or cultural differences
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Definition of Writer-Character-Reader Communication
A skilled delivery of information between a writer and a reader through the elements of
craft—primarily through characters
This delivery model depends upon message sending and message receiving, but there is
no loop of verbal/non-verbal feedback
Successful communication is when the message sender and the message receiver share
the message’s meaning
Success varies based on shared realities, gender, and/or cultural differences
______________________________________________________________________________
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Definition of Depth Psychology:
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet …
Belongs among the humanities as a field of study
Greek compound word meaning “the speech of the soul” or “meaning of, or in, the soul”
Psyche in Greek means both soul and butterfly—cannot be studied precisely
Not a thing in itself but rather a perspective
Beyond objectivity because the soul has to do with the essence of our subjectivity —the
meaning that we give to our lives, our experiences
Understood best when we search for meaning and in our capacity for love
Psyche, as Carl Jung—the father of analytical psychology—once said, is not a secretion
of the brain
The “depth” part of psychology is a subjective description, purely qualitative
A psychological approach which takes into account both conscious and unconscious
elements that make up each unique personality and also the collective experience of
humanity
________________________________________________________________________
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Definition of Ancestral Memory:
Individuals are joined with all humanity at the deepest level of the psyche
Ancestral memory metaphorically is our psychological DNA
Mother of the muses—a goddess who brings forth those powerful movements within us
that we call inspiration, or talent, or genius
Shows itself in all the arts (mathematics & astronomy included at one time)
Our ancestral memory leads us into new forms of expression which we call creativity
Examples: Jews and the land; women and rage; and, Native Americans and cultural grief
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Definitions: emotion, feeling and mood
Emotions:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Why has evolution given emotion such a central role in human psyche? Emotions are
not irrational and they convey important information
Emotions are impulses to act. Latin word motere—to move, to move away—ways of
handling life
Complex psychological states that involve three distinct components: a subjective
experience, a physiological response, and a behavior and/or expressive response.
(Hockenbury & Hockenbury, 2007)
An emotion is an objective way to look at feelings. Psychologists refer to this as
affect
Can be identified or named so that another person will recognize that you are
experiencing anger or joy
Emotions are experienced by all people, and are expressed facially in the same way
People often experience a blend of emotions
Emotions can be somaticized
An emotion varies in intensity and is usually short-lived with an identifiable cause

Feelings:
•
•

Your subjective experience of an emotion or cluster of emotions and/or
accompanying physical sensations
A “gut feeling” which is purely subjective in nature

Mood:
•
•
•
•

•

Less intense than an emotion but longer-lasting
More difficult to identify the specific cause. Your mood is your mental state at a
particular time, and sums up your thinking and your feeling
A mood can also be experienced collectively
Because moods are less subject to conscious monitoring than intense emotions, their
effect on behavior & memory can be more insidious, enduring, and subtle (Forgas).
These need to be managed, but the problem is they are so subtle they fall under our
radar
Emotions are contagious—we automatically mimic (beginning within a fraction of a
second of receiving the signal) the facial expression we see and in doing so recreate
the mood

Take a lover who looks at you like maybe you
are magic. – Frida Khalo
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An Exercise in Emotional Literacy:
Part 1.
Think back to a 4—5 hour period yesterday, say between breakfast and lunch or between supper
time and bed. Make a list of the emotions you felt. Rate the intensity 1- 5 with 5 being the most
intense. Using the same scale, also rate how difficult it is to recover each emotion you list & to
properly identify it.
… Anger, 4
… difficulty of recovery/identification, 1

We’ll hold onto this list for a bit … feel free to make changes
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How many emotions are there?
Just a few of the many, many competing theories:
Aristotle: 14 irreducible emotions: fear, confidence, anger, friendship, calm, enmity,
shame, shamelessness, pity, kindness, envy, indignation, emulation & contempt
New Scottish research – 4 primary: happiness, anger, sadness & fear
Psychologist Paul Eckman: 7 universal “expressions”: happiness, sadness, surprise, fear,
anger, contempt & disgust (disgust added later)
Psychologist Robert Plutchick developed a “wheel” of emotions. Recognizes emotional
mixing … much like a color wheel

There are certain emotions in your body that
not even your best friend can sympathize with,
but you will find the right film or the right book,
and it will understand you. – Bjork
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Eckman’s Facial Action Coding System (FACS)

_____________________________________________________
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Plutchick’s wheel

Poetry is when an emotion has found its
thought and the thought has found words. —
Robert Frost
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An Exercise in Emotional Literacy:
Part 2.
In light of Plutchick’s chart, refine your emotional list. Re-rate the intensity 1- 5 with 5 being the
most intense. Also re-rate recovery & identification using the same scale.
Example …
… Anger had been re-identified as Annoyance, 3 + Disgust, 4.
… Difficulty of recovery/re-identification, 3
When you were composing your list from last evening, was there any hint of, a brain tickle over
an emotion that you didn’t want to note? Why do we feel that we have to/should censor some
strong emotions? This feeds into our collection notion of extremism … that the language we use
places a judgment upon these emotions & once you judge something, you can’t understand it.

__________________________________________________________________
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My List:
Before:
Joy. (Early morning cuddle & romp with dog.) intensity 3, difficulty 1
Frustration. (coffee stain on only clean white blouse) intensity 4, difficulty 1
Happy (saw a deer on West River Parkway) intensity 2, difficulty 1
Happy (hug from an autistic student) intensity 3, difficulty 1
Anger (3 male students accessing porn on iPads) 5, difficulty 1

After:
Joy. (Early morning cuddle & romp with dog.) intensity 3, difficulty 1
Frustration. (coffee stain on only clean white blouse) intensity 4, difficulty 1
Happy (saw a deer on West River Road) intensity 3, difficulty 1
Happy (hug from student) intensity 4, difficulty 1
(3 male students accessing porn on iPads)
• rage – intensity 2, difficulty 1
• shame – intensity 3. difficulty 4
• contempt– intensity 3, difficulty 1
• loathing– intensity 3, difficulty 1
• sadness– intensity 4, difficulty 1
• vulnerability (not on wheel) – intensity 5, difficulty 5
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The problem with the negative emotions:
Not really negative (cultural judgement), but difficult—hard-to-handle—complex
Anger/Rage
• Men convicted of domestic violence … all suffered from a poverty of language
• Anger is the most seductive of the difficult emotions—it is energizing, exhilarating
o Its trigger is feeling somehow endangered. There’s a rush of catecholamines that
readies vigorous action and lasts many minutes
o Adrenal and cortical—hair-trigger—excitation that can last days and result in
escalatory anger, a sequence of provocations that serve as the building blocks of
rage
o Culminates in cognitive incapacitation. The impulse to act cannot be resisted;
memory of the action(s) may be impaired
Grief/Sorrow
Fear/Terror
• Fear: blood goes to the large skeletal muscles to allow a body to flee, accompanied by
a temporary freezing, giving a forced space of time to assess responses. Hormones
flood the body
• Fear is always fear of something precise … a bear … a fundamental impulse that
moves one into action
Disgust
Depression
• Depression puts to sleep our psychic monsters … when imagination comes alive, it
stirs up those psychic monsters
• The one unfailing sign of a depressive state is an absence of progression in the
[personal] narrative; the inner cinema plays the same basic plot over and over again

__________________________________________________________________
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An Exercise in Creating Mood:
Read over the passage from Winter’s Bone. Woodrell uses winter weather imagery
to create a mood. This mood articulates the emotional landscape of his sixteen-year-old hero Ree
Dolly, whose environment doesn’t facilitate emotional awareness.
Create a character—or use one of your existing characters—that experiences an event. This event
produces strong emotion and a subsequent feeling. The character does not vocalize to the reader,
directly or indirectly through body language, the emotion or feeling state. Rather, create a mood
that infuses the narrative by describing the contents of the room where your character is sitting or
standing or lying down alone.
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Part 2: Emotional Intelligence
History:
Howard Gardner (building upon Darwin)
• Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to understand other people: what motivates
them, how they work, how to work cooperatively with them
• Intrapersonal intelligence is a correlative ability, turned inward. It is a capacity to
form an accurate, veridical model of oneself and to be able to use that model to
operate effectively in life
Competing theories of EI.
• Pop (Daniel Goleman)
• Scientific (John Mayer, et al.)
o EI as a quantifiable entity must be assessable. Results must be duplicated:
test-retest reliability

Unexpressed emotions will never die. They are
buried alive and will come forth later in uglier
ways. – Sigmund Freud
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A Synthesis Model:
5 Main Domains of EI (developmental)
1. Knowing your emotions: awareness of one’s own feelings as they occur.
• Metamood—awareness of mood and your thoughts about the mood
(Mayer). (Note: at the heart of this is language skills)
• Eating disorders—failure to differentiate distressing emotions; inability
to self-sooth.
• Substance abuse causes a deficit in working memory (located in the prefrontal lobes); attempts at self-medication from stress and anxiety
2. Managing your emotions—to make conscious what is unconscious so that
the emotion finally registers in the frontal cortex
• To achieve sophrosyne (care & intelligence in conducting one’s life)
• Learn to self-sooth
3. Marshalling your emotions in the service of a goal—working through fear or
anger to achieve a harmonious relationship
• Children who endure psychological & physical abuse often become
hyperalert to the emotions of those around them—post-traumatic-like
vigilance to clues that signal threat
• The kind of autonomy that the average psyche can hope for can be
described not only as a positive—an ideal of freedom—but as a
negative—a capacity for avoidance of what is not love (Paris)
4. Recognizing emotions in others.
• Children who interpret all the emotions displayed by an adult as negative
• Global facial markers
5. Managing emotions in others
• self-awareness + empathy
o The amygdala and its connections to an area of the visual cortex is the
key brain circuitry of empathy (Brothers)
o Empathy requires calm and receptivity to that the subtle signals of
feeling from another can be received and mimicked by your own
emotional brain
o 90+ percent of an emotional message is non-verbal

What do you do with what was done to
you? – Jean Paul Sartre
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Emotional Recognition Aid used by Schools:

That feeling when you don’t even know what
the f **k you’re feeling.
–Poster
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The drawbacks of EI:
EI is not always valued or rewarded by society; those with high EI may fall into
frustration & depression
• Vulnerability always accompanies an open heart, it is an essential companion of
compassion (Paris)
Those who work with other people’s emotions may spend a lot of psychic energy
restoring personal balance … the work does not necessarily lead to happiness
EI is a mid-life skill.

“In much Wisdom there is much sorrow…” (Ecclesiastes. 1:18)
__________________________________________________________________
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The development of the brain: why nothing runs smoothly
Emotional/rational seems independent faculties but are, in fact, interconnected
Human embryo brain growth roughly retraces the evolutionary development of the brain
• An emotional brain—the brain stem surrounding the top of the spinal cord—
preprogrammed regulators
o The root of the emotional brain is in the olfactory lobe (smell).
• The neocortex (cognition and memory) grew from the emotional. The neocortex adds
nuance to emotion—humans can love their young, turtles cannot
Traumatic moments becomes memories embedded in our emotional circuitry; the overaroused amygdala(s) (storehouses of emotional memory) propel such memories to intrude
upon awareness where they become hair triggers
• Neural takeover:
eye & ear data
↓
neocortex ← thalamus (receives this sensory input)
↓
amygdala(s)
The neocortex uses complex processing while the amygdala uses simple processing, so
this emotional “highjacking” saves time in an emergency situation

Holding onto anger is like drinking poison
and expecting the other person to die.
– Buddha
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Emotional Hijackings:
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The development of the brain: why nothing runs smoothly (continued)
Early childhood offers rough wordless blueprints for emotional life. Our adult responses
to emotional “triggers” or “having our buttons pushed” have no articulated thoughts to
inhibit our responses, so we operate without benefit of thought. We have 2 emotional
storage systems: one for ordinary facts & the other for emotionally charged ones
Hippocampus—a keen memory for context. I recognize this face as Lyn Cowan’s face.
The amygdala tells me I really like her and she’s safe
The prefrontal lobes act as a “damper switch” for these trigger responses by providing a
risk/benefit ratio. The right prefrontal lobe is a seat of “negative” emotions and the left is
their “off switch.” (stroke patients with lesions on either) The lobes contain working
memory. So limbic upset sabotages working memory
• The more brain circuitry involved, the slower the response to real & imagined danger
Caregiver/child: emotional attunement. Misattunement happens with depressed, absent,
angry caregivers
• Often condemns the child to struggle emotionally
o Inability to read social cues and/or to fit in
o Hope exists through reparative relationships throughout life

Don’t grieve. Anything you lose comes around
in another form. – Rumi
____________________________________________________________________________
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The Human Brain:
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Who are our readers?
Multi-cultured individuals that expect an emotional experience from fiction
Individuals in all stages of EI
• Individuals that cannot differentiate their own emotions, or question their emotional
responses, and seek emotional clarity through identification with a character
o I see that this man had a troubled relationship with his father too, but he is
grieving his father’s loss—why can’t I?
• EI sophisticates who know passion when they read it
o I don’t believe these two protagonists are “in lust”—can’t feel the heat
• Clue-seeking the emotions of people different from themselves
o How does a Jewish person experience being wished a Happy Easter by a
Christian who does not know it is also Passover
• Individuals seeking reinforcement of existing emotions, such as anger, against a
particular group (all Muslims are terrorists; therefore, Christian Americans are good)

__________________________________________________________________
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What are our obligations to our writer-selves & to our readers?
We writers articulate our culture and the people in it
We’re the ones with the words

We can take seriously the first gift we all receive from our culture: a structured,
complex, and very magical tool called language. We can all learn some refinement of
language to help us tell our stories more efficiently
• The importance of putting trauma into words; putting experience under the control of
the neocortex where reactions become more understandable, hence more manageable
• Like biologists, we may begin with the facts. However, as soon as we use adjectives
and adverbs, make interpretations and connections, we reveal our imaginal inner
world, our personal mythology, our psychology Subjectivity cannot be expressed
without resorting to metaphor
• Without artistic transmutation, it is impossible to have a change of myth
[depth psychology] “to evoke” (stories, art, literature, myths are evocative)
• To bring to mind a memory or feeling, especially from the past
• To provoke a particular reaction or feeling
• To make beings appear who are normally invisible
• All stories that grip us like a myth, all ideologies, all cultural complexes hiding in the
background, have extremely deep roots.
•
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Part 3: Emotional Twists & Turns
What role, if any, does gender play in emotional expression?
• Women have been made the repositories of emotion—their natural domain—but are
discouraged from expressing emotions like rage
o Consequences of repression
o Women feel both positive and difficult emotions more strongly than men
(Diener)
• Men embrace the more difficult emotions like anger but refrain from, or repress, the
softer emotions like empathy or anything considered “girlie”
o Not acceptable to be effeminate
o Living in a war culture
What role, if any, does race play in emotional expression?
• Stereotype: Latinos are more emotionally expressive by nature
• Stereotype: Native Americans are emotionally reserved
• Stereotype: Blacks use difficult emotions to manipulate others
• Stereotype: Whites (and Asians) emotionally self-censor; therefore, speak sideways
What role, if any, does social class play in emotional expression?
• While wealth brings educational/social opportunities, no guarantee of clear emotional
expression
• Poverty often results in a poverty of language, a serious roadblock in achieving clear
emotional expression
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Emotions & American Culture:
Definition of American culture as a rape, war, ahistorical & competitive-within-theglobal-economy culture
American culture is biased against difficult emotions in the workplace & in its
institutions and, often, in interpersonal relationships
It demands happiness & positivity—forward-looking & outer-looking
Difficult emotions tend to be either repressed or medicated
• Repression
• Medication
• Somaticize—Difficult emotions become symptoms. The body expresses what the soul
is experiencing
o eating disorders & substance abuse
Value of the difficult emotions for American culture & its artists
• There is great value in looking into the dark, which often means going down, going
into depth.
• Cultural oppression depends upon personal repression

Be patient and tough; someday this pain will be
useful to you. – Ovid
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An Exercise in Writing Outside of Your Hood:
First:
Generally speaking, how do you react to anger in others? Do you meet anger with anger,
enjoying the adrenalin rush? Do you shy away from angry people because you fear your own
anger will be triggered? Do you find yourself wanting to sooth or pacify angry people? Does an
old traumatic wound incapacitate any attempted response? Do you respond by making yourself
something to eat or pouring a drink? Explore, in writing, the sources of your reaction(s).

Then:
Now create a scene where two people of different races and/or socio-economic classes embody
your insights into your response to anger. One character is full of rage …

